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Metabolomics Workbench REST service



MW REST service access on the Metabolomics Workbench



MW REST service API document

https://www.metabolomicsworkbench.org/tools/MWRestAPIv1.0.pdf



MW REST service overview

The MW REST service has 5 main contexts:
1. Compound(metabolite) context (compound input)

Retrieve data on name, formula, mass, InChIKey, SMILES, molfile, classification, Pubchem ID etc. 
from the Metabolite structure database.

2. NMDR Study context (study input)
Retrieve data on study summaries, study design, study metadata, experimental conditions, 
metabolite numbers, sample source, species, disease association , tables of measurements, etc from 
NMDR studies.

3. RefMet context (refmet input)
Access RefMet standardized nomenclature and annotations, map metabolite names to RefMet
names, download all RefMet names, chemical classification, etc.

4. Gene/Protein context (gene or protein input)
Access DNA/RNA/protein identifiers, gene symbols, protein sequences, splice variants, homologs, 
etc, from the MW human  Gene/Protein database of metabolism-related genes.

5. Mass spectrometry context (moverz or exactmass input)
Perform precursor ion searches on RefMet database, Metabolite structure database and Lipid 
database by specifying m/z, adduct and mass tolerance. Calculate exact mass of a lipid molecular 
species ion.



MW REST service Query Builder

JSON or plain text
The online REST query builder has a menu-based format which covers most 
of the REST queries in the API

Output
(text)

Output
(JSON)



Metabolite (structure)
context

Study-specific
(Metadata, data)
context

MW REST web page contains numerous examples for each context 

In most cases, output may be specified as JSON or plain text format



RefMet
context

Gene/protein
context

MS search
context

MW REST web page contains numerous examples for each context 
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